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Description of Proposed Work (attach additional sheets if necessary):

Historic District:

Address of Building:

Property Owner:

Property Owner Address 
(if different):

Phone Number:

Email:

Name of Person Filing Application 
(if other than owner):

Email Address of Person Filing Application 
(if other than owner):

APPLICATION FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE CERTIFICATE 
OF APPROPRIATENESS (ACOA) OR A 

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (COA)

Your Signature Below Confirms Consent to the Following: 
1. I understand that these materials will be archived by the Historic Preservation Program.
2. I understand it is my responsibility to inform my adjacent neighbors of my building and construction
plans for this project.
3. I hereby grant permission to the County’s Historic Preservation Code Inspector to enter my property
during the application and construction phases of my project.
4. I hereby grant permission to the County’s Historic Preservation Code Inspector to take photographs of my
property, including the existing conditions, during the construction phase, and after the project is completed.

date signature

508-944-7745

2314 N Kenmore Street

1-23-19

Tgelson15@gmail.com

Maywood

Per January 2019 HALRB letter attached

Thomas & Christina Gelson
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PALLET OVERVIEW

The Villagio paver allows for gentle curves  
and winding pathways, eliminating the 

need for cuts.

NOTES
See page 44 to 47 for more 
technical information. When used in a 
permeable pavement application, see 
page 81 to 87 for more technical 
information.

JOINT WIDTH: 3/8” TO 9/16’’ ( 9 TO 15 mm) 
% OF SURFACE OPENING: 8.0 %

Specifications per pallet Imperial Metric

Cubing 117 ft2 10.88 m2

Weight 3 029 lbs 1 374 kg

Number of rows 11

Coverage per row 10.64 ft2 0.99 m2

Linear coverage per row 24.94 lin. ft 7.61 lin. m

H
DL

Unit dimensions in mm Units /pallet
A Height 2 3⁄8 60 77 units

Depth 5 1⁄8 130
Length 5 1⁄8 130

B Height 2 3⁄8 60 77 units
Depth 5 1⁄8 130

Length 6 5⁄16 160

C Height 2 3⁄8 60 154 units
Depth 5 1⁄8 130

Length 7 5⁄16 185

D Height 2 3⁄8 60 154 units
Depth 5 1⁄8 130

Length 8 7⁄16 215

01 | Linear pattern
02 | Modified 
Herringbone pattern

03 | Modified 
Herringbone pattern

04 | Modified 
Herringbone pattern

merlot sandlewood shale grey champlain grey chestnut brown onyx black chocolate brown

Patterns are for design inspiration only. The installer is responsible 
to calculate & purchase the correct amount of material.

DESCRIPTION : Paver TEXTURE : Beveled

VILLAGIO

NEW

Villagio

sandlewood
0 0 0 1 5 4

shale grey
0 0 0 1 5 5

mojave beige
0 0 0 1 5 6

champlain grey
0 0 0 1 5 7

onyx black*
0 0 0 1 5 8

harvest gold
0 0 0 1 5 9

chestnut brown
0 0 0 1 6 0

autumn red
0 0 0 1 6 1

chocolate brown *
0 0 0 1 6 3



Reason why Tom & Christina Gelson want to take down two Norway Maples in the front of their 
property: 
 

1. Even though the trees are alive, they are in bad shape both aesthetically and canopy 
appearance (see pics) 

2. The trees have been pruned over the years to avoid power lines and front porch, so now 
have lopsided canopy (see pics) 

3. The root system is 18” above grade which requires raised front yard (see pics) 
4. They are not native of Historic Maywood or Virginia 
5. No other surrounding neighbors have any large trees above grade (see pics) 
6. They are extremely evasive, and nothing has ever grown or will grow underneath them 
7. Neighbors are complaining about them (see attached letter from Karla Stark) 
8. Left tree is leaning and could come down on power lines of both Gelson & Stark houses 

(see pics) 
9. Gelsons will replace with Flowering Dogwood, the Virginia state tree 
10. Once removed, grade will be brought down to street grade and sod grass will be planted 
11. Once removed, new cobblestone path will be installed and staircase to front porch 

 
Please see attached letter from Karka Stark, Article on Norway Maple and current pics of trees & 
front yard 

 



  
From Karla Stark, 2310 Kenmore Street (Neighbor to left) 
 
Dear HALRB Board,  
 
I am writing to express my support for Tom & Chrissi Gelson's request to remove those two 

horrific trees in their front yard.  I cannot park my car in my driveway and instead in the front of 

the house because of those trees.  They are a menace by constantly dropping trash at all season. 

In the fall, I fear the branches during high winds.  In the past,  there have been branches that fall 

from the top of the tree, making me very nervous about my roof and my car. I looked the tree up 

on the Internet and found it is a hated tree my many who like me have to live with all the ills. As 

you well know it did not bother Peter and Yolanda because they walked in the house and stayed. 

Neither one of them came out except to get in the car to go somewhere.  Yolanda once in a rare 

appearance outside as she was getting into the car told me that it was ironic that she was in 

charge of the little garden at her school. I was stunned by this unexpected announcement as she 

smiled and got into the car. Nothing grows underneath those trees and Yolanda's attempt at front 

gardens never succeeded in all the years that I lived here. Also, my flower beds along this 

neighbor's fenceline are practically empty.  
 
Those Norway Maples are the last tree to lose its leaves in the fall, often not until after 

Thanksgiving, which means that having my gutters cleaned is always a question mark and 

additional raking for me postseason for all other trees. 
 
Its shallow roots make it prone to blow downs which many of the smaller and medium branches 

generally land on my side. 
 
It is tolerant of poor soils which are readily apparent viewing the soil and the roots slowly 

pulling up from the soil.  I don't think the grass that Tom and Chrissi want to plant in the front 

will ever work and it will forever be an eyesore from the front no matter if they spend big bucks 

bringing this house back to life. 
 
I hope the board will take time to find out more about this species and all its ills and reconsider 

your ruling about taking down these terrible Norway Maple trees. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Karla Stark 
2310 N. Kenmore St 

 

Link to article on 2018 Article on Norway Maple Makes Most Hated Plants List 
http://www.ecosystemgardening.com/norway-maple-makes-most-hated-plants-list.html 
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Norway Maple makes “Most Hated Plants” List 
by Ecosystem Gardener | Jan 27, 2019 | Invasive Plants, Plants 

 
Norway Maple threatens my roof 
You may have noticed by now that invasive plants make me a little angry as well as the people who 
continue to plant invasives, and especially the people who continue to sell invasive plants. Or rather, 
they really TICK ME OFF. 
So I’m going to start a new series in which I highlight a specific invasive plant, where I’ll discuss what 
makes that plant such a problem and how we can eradicate them from our landscapes. 

http://www.ecosystemgardening.com/author/steelyeye/
http://www.ecosystemgardening.com/category/plants/invasive-plants/
http://www.ecosystemgardening.com/category/plants
http://www.ecosystemgardening.com/norway-maple-makes-most-hated-plants-list.html


 
Norway Maple top snapped off, resprouting from trunk 
The plant that is inspiring my anger this week is the Norway Maple (Acer platanoides) because my 
neighbor has a whole yard full of them and he has no interest in maintaining them or eliminating the 
danger that they present to my roof. 
This tree was brought to America by the famous botanist of Philadelphia, John Bartram. During the 
1930s and 1940s when the streets of many cities lost their shade trees to Dutch Elm disease, 
Norway Maple was widely used as a replacement because of its fast growth and deep shade. 



 
Brush pile of Norway Maple fallen branches 
Norway Maples continue to be sold throughout the country as ornamental shade trees. I continue to 
hope that someday soon Home Depot (and Lowes and Walmart) will awaken to the harm they are 
causing the environment by continuing to sell invasive plants. Maybe one day responsibility will win 
out over profits. 
Here’s why I hate Norway Maples: 
This is one dirty tree, dropping trash at all seasons, including flower buds, two crops of seeds, twigs, 
branches, and copious amounts of leaves. 
It sheds large branches from the top, then resprouts along the truck. Every time the wind blows large 
branches fall from the top of the tree, making me very nervous about my roof. 
It makes a LOT of seedlings. I spend way too much time every spring and summer in an attempt to 
hand pull all of them. 
Nothing grows underneath them. My flower beds along this neighbors fenceline are empty. Every 
year I try to fill in these beds, and every year I watch in sadness as everything dies. 
It is the last tree to lose its leaves in the fall, often not until after Thanksgiving, which means that 
having my gutters cleaned is a game of Russian roulette. Will the leaves fall before it snows? It’s 
been a hit and miss proposition. 
I fear for my two dogs safety when they are in the yard. One of those falling branches would hurt 
them badly. 



 
Norway Maple blow-down 
Norway Maples have severe environmental impacts: 
They grow faster than native maples and other forest trees and its dense, shallow root system 
makes it difficult for native seedlings to get established. 
They create a dense shade, under which other species cannot survive, hence my naked garden 
beds. 
The seedlings are very shade-tolerant, able to spread and grow in interior forests. These seedlings 
are usually the only plant that can survive in the shade of mature Norway Maples. 
Forests with Norway Maples show much lower species diversity than forests that have not yet been 
invaded. 
Its shallow roots make it prone to blowdowns. 
It is tolerant of poor soils and air pollution, making it the dominant tree in many urban settings. 
Eradication of these trees requires a huge amount of labor. Seedlings can be hand pulled, and 
mature trees cut down, but it often resprouts again from the stump. This may be accomplished in my 
small city yard, but the cost is prohibitive in woodland and forest settings. 



 
Happy Day! Norway Maple Removal 
Please do not ever intentionally plant this tree! 
The good news is that my neighbor has basically abandoned this house and a very happy day for us 
was when we had these trees cut down. 
A wonderful reference to the impacts and eradication of other most hated plants is Invasive Plants: 
Guide to Identification and the Impacts and Control of Common North American Species. 

 
 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0811733653?ie=UTF8&tag=flopturnriver-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0811733653
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0811733653?ie=UTF8&tag=flopturnriver-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0811733653




















  




